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Element is a sophisticated lighting system with infinite 
possibilities.   

Whether it is straight linear track, circular or hash tag cross over, 
you can use double and triple layers to create unique designs.   

24VDC magnetic low voltage 

No buzzing or humming  

Dimmable down to 1% (0-10V) and DALI. 

Premium dimming (.1% 0-10V) available (consult factory) 

Warm Dimming and Tunable White available (consult factory) 

SPECIFICAITONS

ORDERING CODE (Example):  ELEMENT-HT-1C-GD-R12-VA12’, VB12’, HC12’, HD12’ PLUS L2

Create multiple levels

Choose from a variety of lighting modules to 
create an eclectic design.  Mix and match 
track finish and fixture finishes, invite circular 
shapes and create multiple levels.

Factory will be responsible for determining number of power boxes, drivers, connectors, 
corners and other accessories needed (based on client’s design intent).  Please provide 
RCP and drawings showing full detail of runs.
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See ELEMENT Luminaire Spec Sheet 
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Track

.42”

.47 Radius corner
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Wall Application

Ceiling Application

Ceiling Application with layers
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Power & Mounting
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15” H 

24” H 

36” H

Power box and 
support rod.  

60W Driver 

150W Driver

Weight bearing rod

Side power supply

Weight bearing cable

15” H 

24” H 

36” H

Up to 60” in length
Ceiling Driver Box- Decorative driver 
box installed on the ceiling used to 
house the power supply.  Can be 
painted to match track system or 
ceiling. 

Up to 78” in length

All power, mounting, connectors and accessories for proper assembly will be determined by the factory.
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Monopoint connector

Monopoint connector 
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See luminaire spec sheet for available lighting modules

Use connector rods or cable for larger 

circular shapes 
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Connectors

Double-end conductive connector for 
creating an additional level

Double connector - conductive middle 
connector for joining two sections of track.  
Can be used to create two layer criss cross 
and hash tag cross.  Comes in Rod or 
Cable option.

Triple connector (conductive) for joining 
three sections of track. 

L-Connector - conductive connector for 
joining track in both vertical and 

horizontal orientation.

I Connector - conductor to 
connect two tracks.
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Shape Examples

Straight Run Criss Cross

Hash Tag Cross Oval

Squircle and Circle

Square / Rectangle
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